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The Beyond Philosophy Perspective

Customer Experience
is all we do!

Offices in London,
Atlanta with partners in
Europe & Asia
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Thought leadership is
our differentiator

Links with academia
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New fourth book
Is now available

Focus on the emotional side
of Customer Experience
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We are Proud to Have Helped Some Great Organizations
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Learning Objectives
• Why customers’ perceptions
probably are not accurate
• How to identify relationships
between key experiences and
customer touch points, and why
traditional techniques don’t link
them effectively
• What impact visual and
sensory experiences have on
the customer experience
• How to create easy, valuable
maps that don’t require
expensive software solutions
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Touchpoint Mapping Defines CEM
 In a worldwide survey of 50
Leaders of Customer
Experience 64% defined
Customer Experience as about
Touchpoint Mapping either on
its own or in combination with
something else: usually
emotion
 This is the standard approach
based on the concept of
Moments of Truth and the
Service Blueprint
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Viewpoints
Percentage
Customer Service
Emotional
Emotional and Touchpoint
Holistic and Touchpoint
Insights
Loyalty return
Measurement and Process
Touchpoint
Touchpoint and Loyalty

3%
11%
22%
3%
17%
3%
3%
36%
3%

Viewpoints
Customer Service
Total Emotional
Total Touchpoint
Insights
Loyalty return
Measurement and Process

3%
33%
64%
17%
3%
3%
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Percentage
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Global Experts Support the Touchpoint Approach
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Traditional Touchpoint Mapping

Maps out the observable and rational

Source: Customer Experience Professionals Groups
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Traditional Touchpoint Mapping

Makes prioritization difficult
Handing
chance
Closeness of
plug in

Speed of
pay

Knowledgeable

Closeness to
next seat
Lighting

Musing going
off
Eye-monitor
alignment
Movement of
other people

Politeness of
staff telling me
it’s closing time

Cup with me
in car

Heat
Business of
staff

Price menu
on wall

Lighting

Fridge window

Look on faces
of other leaving
Behaviour of
staff while
closing

Look of cup

Slippery floor

Distance to
entrance

Availability of
cushions

Staff accent

Colleagues
Exit convenience

Outside
temperature

Wind
breeze

Traffic

Parking
availability

Ease of
accessing
wi-fi

Height of
table

Bars at cashier

Staff
appearance
Freshness of products
in fridge window

Knowledgeable

Convenience
of reaching
drink

Outside
lighting

Speed of
wi-fi

Source: Customer Experience Professionals Groups
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Traditional Touchpoint Mapping

Makes prioritization difficult

Companies focus either on:
•

Whatever is easiest to fix (cheapest, quickest…)

•

Whatever the internal culture believes is most important

•

Whatever is easiest to measure (think KPIs, software
implementations etc.)

•

Whatever gets most complaints

SourceXXXX
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Emotional Touchpoint Mapping

Maps out the experienced and the perceived
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The customer viewpoint MUST be the starting point
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Decide the Customer and Be the Customer
 This game is
boring
 When’s it going
to end?
 When is the
commercial
break?

 Wow this is a
good game
 Those guys
played rough
 Don’t go to
commercials
yet!
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The truth is emotions drive behavior….
“The essential difference between emotion and reason
is that emotion leads to action while reason leads
to conclusions.” (Calne, D. (2000). Within Reason: Rationality and
Human Behavior. Vintage Books.)

“Although beliefs may guide our actions, they are not
sufficient to initiate action. No matter how rational your
thoughts about helping the needy may be, you need
an emotional impulse before you actually volunteer to
help. Emotions are prime candidates for turning a
thinking being into an actor.” (Frijda, N.H., Manstead, S.R., &
Bem, S. (2000). The Influence of Emotions on Beliefs. In N.H. Frijda, A.S.R
Manstead, and S. Bem (Ed.), Emotions and Beliefs: How Feelings Influence
Thoughts (pp. 1-9), Maisson des Sciences de l’Homme and Cambridge University
Press.)

“Customers are always emotional. That is, they
always have feelings, sometimes intense, other times
barely perceptible, when they make purchases or
engage in commercial transactions. One thing is
certain: no one is entirely neutral about consuming.”
(Barlow, J. & Maul, D. (2000). Emotional Value: Creating Strong Bonds with Your
Customers. Berrett-Koehler Publishers, Inc.)

“We now accept that human beings are powered by
emotion, not by reason. Emotion and reason are
intertwined, but when they are in conflict, emotion
wins every time. [Emotion] controls our rationality, our decision making.”
(Roberts, K. (2002). Annual ESOMAR Conference, Barcelona.)
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Emotions, Cognition and Behavior

Experience

Valence/
Outcome

Customer
Concludes

Cognition

Good

Emotion

Bad

Because I have
no better choice

A mistake

Good

Because it will
get better in
time

Risk
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Bad
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Because they
are the best

Loyalty
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How do we put the ‘C’ in ‘CEM’?
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Grounded in Emotion Theory
CUSTOMERS EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE
Self

Clore, Ortony

“Low-level goals are
short –range and in the
service of higher-level
goals which involve
maintaining general wellbeing.“
(Gerald L. Clore and Jeffrey R.
Huntsinger, 2007)

What the
customer seeks

EMOTION OUTCOMES (VALENCE, COPING LINE
(LAZARUS)

Goals

Other

Sub-goals

Memory

Ambience

Lazarus

Baumeister

Isen

“Emotion becomes the
result of appraising
events that promote or
obstruct consumer wellbeing. Actual behaviour
is a response to an
emotional state in
conjunction with the
particular initiating event
”
(Emotions and Adaptations, R.
Lazarus, 1992)
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How he goes
about his goal

Finding a coin on the
ground is sufficient to
induce a positive mood
that in return enhances
altruism
( Batson. Coke, chard,
Smith and Talaferro, 1979;
Blevins & Marphy, 1974;
Isen & Simmonds, 1978;
Levin & Isen, 1975).
(How Emotion Shapes Behaviour, Baumeister, et al.)

What he
remembers

www.beyondphilosophy.com

How he is
influenced by the
environment
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The Emotional View Defined By Walking the Experience

Availability
of chairs

I want to
find a seat

Selection of
books

Ambience

I want to
read a book

I don’t want
to sit in the
sun

Positioning
of chairs

Comfort
and warmth

Feel of
flooring

Light in
room

Nice and
awakening
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Limited
Selection

Ease of
entry
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Limited
Selection

Emotion
Drivers

I want to
enter the
room
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What does the customer experience?

An experience is NOT
a summation of
touchpoints but the
extraction of value from
what the touchpoints
‘mean’ to you i.e., some
touchpoints weigh
heavier in the
experience than others
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What do others experience? A value-chain approach

The customer is one
side of the equation,
the firm the other
In addition there are
customer interlinkages
and so forth

Goals
GOALS
and subgoals
SUB-GOALS
Actions

What you
Experience!

MEMORY
Referents

AMBIENCE
Mood
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Defining which perspectives to focus on
Subjective views

You MUST use higher
order maths to process
the viewpoints and
define where your
organisation should
focus

Objective focus
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HOW TO DO IT?
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Example: Online application
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Customer Immersion: the Ethnographic phase
 Customer experience
experts walk the
experience of being a
customer, or
observations are taken
 During this process
audio, video and
photographic clips (as far
as possible) are taken
 The expert keeps a log
of the experience and
fills in the Emotion
Mapping Questions
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GOALS

SUB-GOALS

MEMORY

AMBIENCE
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Awareness

Logon

Google
search

Check
comparison
site

Browsing

Browsing

Decisioning

Decisioning

Browsing

Main page

PSYCHOLOGICAL

PHYSICAL
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Awareness

Logon

Google
search

Check
comparison
site

Browsing

Browsing

Decisioning

Decisioning
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Browsing

Main page

Customer
Goals

Feel safe
when driving
my car or go
on a holiday

In budget
package
(affordable)

Awareness

Make a good
choice, no
regrets

Logon

Go through it
quick and
easy

Maximize
revenue

Google
search

Check
comparison
site

Browsing

Browsing

Decisioning

Decisioning
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Avoid high
risk
customers

Be
recognized

Browsing

Company
Goals

Main page

Customer
Goals

Feel safe
when driving
my car or go
on a holiday

In budget
package
(affordable)

Awareness

Sub-goals

I want to find
it quickly
I don’t want
to be ripped
off

Make a good
choice, no
regrets

Logon

I want to find
a reputable
company
I don’t want
pop-ups

Go through it
quick and
easy

Maximize
revenue

Google
search

Check
comparison
site

Browsing

Browsing

Decisioning

Decisioning

I want to get
interested
I don’t want
misleading
links

Avoid high
risk
customers

I want to
compare at
least 4
companies
I don’t want to
get confused
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Be
recognized

Browsing

I want to be
able to tailor
my package
I don’t want
to have to go
to another
page

Company
Goals

Main page

I want it to
look
professional
I don’t want
to have to
send an
email rather
than call

Customer
Goals

Feel safe
when driving
my car or go
on a holiday

In budget
package
(affordable)

Awareness

Sub-goals

I want to find
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I don’t want
to be ripped
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choice, no
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Logon

I want to find
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pop-ups
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quick and
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Maximize
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Google
search
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comparison
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Browsing

Browsing

Decisioning

Decisioning

I want to get
interested
I don’t want
misleading
links

Avoid high
risk
customers

I want to
compare at
least 4
companies
I don’t want to
get confused

Coping

Feelings
Valence
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are
professional
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Memory

Many
insurance
companies are
online

Insurance
information is
complicated
They will try
to sell more
then I need

This is like trip
advisor
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I should be
able to save
my
preferences

It should be
easy to find
what I need

The number
should be
visible
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Next Steps: Prioritize (ideally quantify)
Emotional Signature®

Prioritize

Platinum Customers
Desirability

Affect on Value

Extent of network coverage - Network
Number of times it takes to get through - Network
Frequency of interruptions to calls (can't hear other speaker, dropped calls, unclear …
Speed of internet connection through your mobile phone or data card - Network
Time between sending and receiving SMS text messages - Network
Affordability of tariff - Pricing
Competitiveness of tariff - Pricing
Accuracy of pricing - Pricing
Knowledge of Etisalat shop staff - Employees
Simplicity of tariff - Pricing
Knowledge of call centre agents - Employees
Extent to which Etisalat tries to keep me as a customer(how far will Etisalat go to keep …
How close to me Etisalat shops are - Experience Centre
Integrity of Etisalat employees - Employees
Ease of finding Etisalat shops - Experience Centre
Relevance of SMS text messages from Etisalat - Communications
Empathy of Etisalat employees -Employees
Frequency of SMS text messages from Etisalat - Communications
The way Etisalat responds when your number has not been used for a while - Exit
Adequacy of information provided on website - Website
Appearance of Etisalat shop staff - Experience Centre
Ambience of the Etisalat shops - Experience Centre
Visibility of Etisalat road shows (branded Etisalat buses with music) - Communications
Ease of navigation of website - Website
Time spent waiting to get through to a call centre agent - Call Centre
Total time required to resolve an issue via the call centre - Call Centre
Variety of channels (phone, on-line, shop, SMS etc) available to report an issue -…
Keep you informed once you have made a complaint (ability to keep me up to date …
Ease of physically registering your SIM card - Welcome
Length of time taken to activate SIM card after registering - Welcome
Tone of voice of automated call answering system(IVR system) -Call Centre
Extent to which I have to repeat myself when I have an issue - Brand
Availability of re-charge cards - Re-charging
Convenience of getting re-charge cards - Re-charging
Clarity of Etisalat advertisement - Re-charging
Visibility of Etisalat adverts (how noticeable adverts are) - Brand
Knowledge of street agents (sales agents on the streets) - Brand
Clarity of re-charge balance notification -Brand
Ability of agent to understand my problem - Complaints
-4.00

-2.00

0.00

2.00

4.00

6.00

8.00

10.00

12.00

14.00

16.00

18.00

20.00
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Next Steps: from ‘as is’ to ‘to be’ redesign
Generate
Ideas

Prioritize

Platinum Customers
Desirability

Affect on Value

Extent of network coverage - Network
Number of times it takes to get through - Network
Frequency of interruptions to calls (can't hear other speaker, dropped calls, unclear …
Speed of internet connection through your mobile phone or data card - Network
Time between sending and receiving SMS text messages - Network
Affordability of tariff - Pricing
Competitiveness of tariff - Pricing
Accuracy of pricing - Pricing
Knowledge of Etisalat shop staff - Employees
Simplicity of tariff - Pricing
Knowledge of call centre agents - Employees
Extent to which Etisalat tries to keep me as a customer(how far will Etisalat go to keep …
How close to me Etisalat shops are - Experience Centre
Integrity of Etisalat employees - Employees
Ease of finding Etisalat shops - Experience Centre
Relevance of SMS text messages from Etisalat - Communications
Empathy of Etisalat employees -Employees
Frequency of SMS text messages from Etisalat - Communications
The way Etisalat responds when your number has not been used for a while - Exit
Adequacy of information provided on website - Website
Appearance of Etisalat shop staff - Experience Centre
Ambience of the Etisalat shops - Experience Centre
Visibility of Etisalat road shows (branded Etisalat buses with music) - Communications
Ease of navigation of website - Website
Time spent waiting to get through to a call centre agent - Call Centre
Total time required to resolve an issue via the call centre - Call Centre
Variety of channels (phone, on-line, shop, SMS etc) available to report an issue -…
Keep you informed once you have made a complaint (ability to keep me up to date …
Ease of physically registering your SIM card - Welcome
Length of time taken to activate SIM card after registering - Welcome
Tone of voice of automated call answering system(IVR system) -Call Centre
Extent to which I have to repeat myself when I have an issue - Brand
Availability of re-charge cards - Re-charging
Convenience of getting re-charge cards - Re-charging
Clarity of Etisalat advertisement - Re-charging
Visibility of Etisalat adverts (how noticeable adverts are) - Brand
Knowledge of street agents (sales agents on the streets) - Brand
Clarity of re-charge balance notification -Brand
Ability of agent to understand my problem - Complaints
-4.00

-2.00

0.00

2.00

4.00

6.00

8.00

10.00

12.00

14.00

16.00

18.00

20.00
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Customer
Goals

Feel safe
when driving
my car or go
on a holiday

In budget
package
(affordable)

Awareness

Sub-goals

I want to find
it quickly
I don’t want
to be ripped
off

Make a good
choice, no
regrets

Logon

I want to find
a reputable
company
I don’t want
pop-ups

Go through it
quick and
easy

Maximize
revenue

Google
search

Check
comparison
site

Browsing

Browsing

Decisioning

Decisioning

I want to get
interested
I don’t want
misleading
links

Avoid high
risk
customers

I want to
compare at
least 4
companies
I don’t want to
get confused

Be
recognized

Browsing

I want to be
able to tailor
my package

Company
Goals

Main page

I want it to
look
professional
I don’t want
to have to
send an
email rather
than call

I don’t want
to have to go
to another
page

Coping

Feelings
Valence

Ambience

Their adverts
are
professional
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companies are
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They will try
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advisor
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I should be
able to save
my
preferences

It should be
easy to find
what I need

The number
should be
visible
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Next Steps: from ‘as is’ to ‘to be’ redesign
Generate
Ideas

Prioritize

Storyboard

Platinum Customers
Desirability

Affect on Value

Extent of network coverage - Network
Number of times it takes to get through - Network
Frequency of interruptions to calls (can't hear other speaker, dropped calls, unclear …
Speed of internet connection through your mobile phone or data card - Network
Time between sending and receiving SMS text messages - Network
Affordability of tariff - Pricing
Competitiveness of tariff - Pricing
Accuracy of pricing - Pricing
Knowledge of Etisalat shop staff - Employees
Simplicity of tariff - Pricing
Knowledge of call centre agents - Employees
Extent to which Etisalat tries to keep me as a customer(how far will Etisalat go to keep …
How close to me Etisalat shops are - Experience Centre
Integrity of Etisalat employees - Employees
Ease of finding Etisalat shops - Experience Centre
Relevance of SMS text messages from Etisalat - Communications
Empathy of Etisalat employees -Employees
Frequency of SMS text messages from Etisalat - Communications
The way Etisalat responds when your number has not been used for a while - Exit
Adequacy of information provided on website - Website
Appearance of Etisalat shop staff - Experience Centre
Ambience of the Etisalat shops - Experience Centre
Visibility of Etisalat road shows (branded Etisalat buses with music) - Communications
Ease of navigation of website - Website
Time spent waiting to get through to a call centre agent - Call Centre
Total time required to resolve an issue via the call centre - Call Centre
Variety of channels (phone, on-line, shop, SMS etc) available to report an issue -…
Keep you informed once you have made a complaint (ability to keep me up to date …
Ease of physically registering your SIM card - Welcome
Length of time taken to activate SIM card after registering - Welcome
Tone of voice of automated call answering system(IVR system) -Call Centre
Extent to which I have to repeat myself when I have an issue - Brand
Availability of re-charge cards - Re-charging
Convenience of getting re-charge cards - Re-charging
Clarity of Etisalat advertisement - Re-charging
Visibility of Etisalat adverts (how noticeable adverts are) - Brand
Knowledge of street agents (sales agents on the streets) - Brand
Clarity of re-charge balance notification -Brand
Ability of agent to understand my problem - Complaints
-4.00

-2.00

0.00

2.00

4.00

6.00

8.00

10.00

12.00

14.00

16.00

18.00

20.00
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Create your Storyboard
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Customer Recall: the Storytelling phase


As is Template Set-up: experts recall their
‘customer experience’ 2 days after the event,
without reading the logs. This is adequate time
to affix any recall of the experience
o

o



An illustrator is used, together with photos to
piece together what ‘sticks in the memory’. This
acts a projective exercise.
Any project based remembrances are added to
the Brown Paper

To be redesign: we use the template
storyboards as the basis for redesign using
selected ideas
o
o
o

We change the story and the illustration ‘in the to
be workshop’
Seeing and hearing these changes as stories is
the cheapest form of pilot you can do
The storyboard enables ‘vision and
communication’
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Telling the Story – moving from process to story
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Its not about touchpoints but how they change the
customer story
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Next Steps: from ‘as is’ to ‘to be’ redesign
Generate
Ideas

Prioritize

Storyboard

Implement

Keep it
alive

Platinum Customers
Desirability

Affect on Value

Extent of network coverage - Network
Number of times it takes to get through - Network
Frequency of interruptions to calls (can't hear other speaker, dropped calls, unclear …
Speed of internet connection through your mobile phone or data card - Network
Time between sending and receiving SMS text messages - Network
Affordability of tariff - Pricing
Competitiveness of tariff - Pricing
Accuracy of pricing - Pricing
Knowledge of Etisalat shop staff - Employees
Simplicity of tariff - Pricing
Knowledge of call centre agents - Employees
Extent to which Etisalat tries to keep me as a customer(how far will Etisalat go to keep …
How close to me Etisalat shops are - Experience Centre
Integrity of Etisalat employees - Employees
Ease of finding Etisalat shops - Experience Centre
Relevance of SMS text messages from Etisalat - Communications
Empathy of Etisalat employees -Employees
Frequency of SMS text messages from Etisalat - Communications
The way Etisalat responds when your number has not been used for a while - Exit
Adequacy of information provided on website - Website
Appearance of Etisalat shop staff - Experience Centre
Ambience of the Etisalat shops - Experience Centre
Visibility of Etisalat road shows (branded Etisalat buses with music) - Communications
Ease of navigation of website - Website
Time spent waiting to get through to a call centre agent - Call Centre
Total time required to resolve an issue via the call centre - Call Centre
Variety of channels (phone, on-line, shop, SMS etc) available to report an issue -…
Keep you informed once you have made a complaint (ability to keep me up to date …
Ease of physically registering your SIM card - Welcome
Length of time taken to activate SIM card after registering - Welcome
Tone of voice of automated call answering system(IVR system) -Call Centre
Extent to which I have to repeat myself when I have an issue - Brand
Availability of re-charge cards - Re-charging
Convenience of getting re-charge cards - Re-charging
Clarity of Etisalat advertisement - Re-charging
Visibility of Etisalat adverts (how noticeable adverts are) - Brand
Knowledge of street agents (sales agents on the streets) - Brand
Clarity of re-charge balance notification -Brand
Ability of agent to understand my problem - Complaints
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Thank You
We invite you to continue the
conversation and ask questions
Atlanta Office: +1 678 638 6162
London Office: +44 (0)207 917 1717
events@beyondphilosophy.com
Steven_Walden
http://uk.linkedin.com/pub/steven-walden/2/ba5/1ba
http://uk.linkedin.com/pub/kalina-janevska/14/3b4/651
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